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“Sophie Arnould” Synopsis

The curtain rises on a drawing room of the Luzarches priory in the late afternoon of September 18, 1798. Sophie is writing to her son, who is in the army of the Rhine, entreating him to beware of women. She is surprised to have a visit from Count de lanuraguais who, under the name of Dorval, had years earlier had carried her off from her parent’s home. The former lovers recall their passion of times past.

Each knows that the passing of time is inexorable, and Sophie says love, seen from the threshold of old age, is “like a garden of delights seen from bars of prison.” Dorval will soon realize that he is father of Sophie’s son, and their passion evolves into tender affection for the son who represents a living link to times gone by. Sophie realizes that the passion she and Dorval are feeling is an illusion and that once Dorval leaves, she will go back to her solitude and obscurity. After Dorval leaves, she resumes her letter writing, but instead of telling her son to beware of women, she begs him to take pity on them.

“L’heure espagnole” Synopsis

Torquemada, a Spanish Clockmaker, seated in front of his shop when Ramiro, a muleteer in the government employ, enters to have his watch repaired. While Torquemada is working on the watch, Concepción, his wife, comes in to remind him that he has forgotten his regular weekly task, that of regulating the municipal clocks. He leaves in haste, asking Ramiro to wait for his watch until he returns.

Concepción, very much disturbed by Ramiro’s remaining in the shop, is thinking about how to get rid of him as she is awaiting Gonzalve, an ardent admirer of hers. There are two large Catalan clocks in the shop, which Concepción has been anxious to get for her own room. She decides to make use of Ramiro by getting him to carry one of the clocks into her room, thereby getting rid of him for some time so that she can remain alone with Gonzalve. Ramiro leaves with the clock on his shoulder just as Gonzalve enters.

Gonzalve begins to recite poetry to Concepción, and to get him up into her room without Ramiro’s knowledge, she hides him in the other clock. When Ramiro returns, she sends him back for the first clock to make room for the clock in which Gonzalve is hiding. Ramiro goes back and forth from the shop to her room with the clocks on his shoulder, without uttering a word of protest, and Concepción marvels at his patience and admires his strength very much.
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UPCOMING PERFORMANCES

Amadeus and Brandenburg Ensembles

Friday, May 14, 2021 | 7:30 p.m.
Livestream from Stevens Center

Vaughan Williams’ popular “Variations on a Theme” by Thomas Tallis is performed by the Amadeus Players with Karen Ní Bhroin conducting. The Brandenburg ensemble performs Elgar’s Serenade and Handel’s “Concerto Grosso Opus 6, No. 8” with faculty artist Dmitri Shteinberg leading from the harpsichord. The Wind Undecet begins the program with UNCSA founding faculty member and bassoon artist Mark Popkin’s arrangement of Brahms’ famous “Variations on a Theme” by Haydn conducted by Mark A. Norman

Season Finale: Beethoven to Copland!

Saturday, May 15, 2021 | 7:30 p.m.
Livestream from Stevens Center

Beethoven’s Symphony #1 transcribed for Harmonie Ensemble by Beethoven’s protégé, Georg Schmitt is performed by the UNCSA Chamber Winds conducted by Mark A. Norman. Associate conductor Karen Ní Bhroin leads the UNCSA Chamber Orchestra in Aaron Copland’s epic “Appalachian Spring.”

Third-Year Films

May 20-23, 2021
On Demand

The School of Filmmaking presents the premiere of a wide variety of exceptional work by third-year filmmaking students, including narrative, documentary and animated projects, screened for a limited time before their launch into the festival circuit.
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